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NOTE ON THE MULTIPLE GAMMA FUNCTIONS

Bo Myoung Ok and Tae Young Seo

Abstract. Recently the theory of the multiple Gamma functions, 

which were studied by Barnes and others a century ago, has been 

revived in the study of determinants of Laplacians Here we are aiming 
at evaluating the values of the multiple Gamma functions rn(|) in 

terms of the Hurwitz or Riemann Zeta functions

Recently the theory of multiple gamma functions, which were stud

ied systematically by Barnes [1, 2] and others in about 1900, has been 

revived according to the study of determinants of Laplacians (see, 

[6]). Barnes ⑵ introduced these functions through n-ple (or 

multiple) Hurwitz zeta functions.

Let s = b + zt〉where o-, t G R. The n-ple Hurwitz zeta function is 

initially defined, when c > n and a > 0, by the series

oa ]

(1) C(S, 끼祐 1,^2,…,Wn) = £ . - G+布
*1 止2 > —0

where Q = k±wi + 加糾2 + - - + knwn Letting — 1 (fc = 1, 2,... , n) 

and <z > 0 in (1) reduces to

8

(2) Gi(s,z)：= + 北2 + •. • + 7

，也 1 , , ”n — 0
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which becomes, for n = 1, the generalized (or Hurwitz) Zeta function

CXD
(3) Ci(s,功=£3 + k)~s := C(«,x).

k=0

The case re — 1 of (3) denoted by <(s) is the familiar Riemann Zeta 

function.

It is remarked in passing that the n-ple series in (2) can be shown to 

be analytic for 况(s) — a > nby Eisenstein^ Theorem and furthermore 

continued analytically to the whole s-plane with simple poles only at 

s = k (& = L 2,,n) by the contour integral representation (see [5], 

[6])-

Vigneras [7] introduced the Weierstrass canonical product form of 

the n-ple Gamma functions by the following recurrence formula: She 

defined the n-ple Gamma functions rn(z) by

畠⑵：=Gn(2火(Gn(z + 1) ：= exp%)),

where /n(rc) satisfy

/n(^) = -xAn(l) + E 해1，) —，《"비 + &(时

with

VL… 
n

扁)n-1

+ (—])"고■育一- + (—l)n log fl + 

이四丿 \

L(m) = mi + m2 + • - ^ + mn if m = (mi, m2, • • • , mn) E Non-1 x N and 

Ph(^) is the unique polynomial of degree n + 1 satisfying the equation 

f(x + 1) — /(x) = xh, h > 1, a? > 0 and 所(0) = 0, where N := 

{1, 2, 3,…} and No = N U {0}.
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It is often useful to observe some properties of the multiple Gamma 

functions through Vigneras5s Weierstrass canonical product form. Here, 

by using the expression rn in terms of Hurwitz Zeta functions, we are 

aiming at evaluating the special values rn which are sometimes 

very useful in various applications.

By simple combinatorial mind, it is easy to check that the number 

of elements of the following set

Sn ：= {(^i?畑)• • • )kn) G 加 + 短 + , ‘* + =从知 € Nq,

2 = 1,2,... , n}

is equal to From this observation the n-ple series x) is

written as a single series

(4) G(，况：)=E (I： 1 ')/(" *广

k=Q \ n 一)

If we use the Stirling numbers of the first kind s(n, k) in the binomial 

coefficients in the summation part of (4), we readily express (4) as 

follows (see Choi [4]):

(5) 盆(s,e) = j- £ ( £ |s|(n,z +1)/) /(x + k)s,

* 人 k=Q \z=0 )

where |sj(n, k) := |5(n, fc)|.

It is shown that x) can be expressed in the following form :

n—l

(6) Gjs,:r) = £r,Q:)〈(s - ")，

where

Pn,i (^)= S： I)! £(T)U (!) s(n,j + 1)妒f

J=z
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and so we observe a polynomial in x of degree n — l — z with 

rational coefficients, and we denote /*,(血)by

It is not difficult to show that, for z = 0,1,... , n — 1, we have

⑺ 耳，&) = =?辅"r).

where Pn\x) is the z-th derivative. Indeed, Differentiating we

find that

心）=済旬（：） Q -心E + T

s(n, J +

=(T)0 + l)Rm+i3).

In [2], Barnes defines the multiple Gamma function by using the 

multiple Hurwitz Zeta function. Now define Gn{x)= 决冗(°产)where 

Cn(s-)x) — 으*淄). Then we get the relationship between multiple 

Gamma functions and multiple Hurwitz Zeta functions (see [5], [6]):

(8) rn(x)= n液二以厲 Gn (功,

.m=l .

where
m

Rm = exp £4(0,1) (n e N).

丄=1 .

From (6) and (7), (8) can be expressed in the following equivalent form:

(9) rn(rr)= n妃疽户）
.m= 고

exp

n-i _

£泪小(:泌(-槌),

_2 = 0 .
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where

1 m

(10) Rm = exp(常二或，;(-- 砂

Setting ir — I in (9) yields 

(11)
- i

%g)= n
m=l

x exp

n— 1

»為
J—o > 0 + 1)

Bj+i log 2 *

where Rm are given as in (10) and Bn Bernoulli numbers (see [5, p.

5 이).
The special cases of (11) when n ~ 2 and n ~ 3 are recorded here.

八、 1 고r2 (I) = 2-24 • 7T4

_丄 113
=2-24 • %4 • e〜忘厶 2 ?

where A is the Glaisher-Kinkelm constant which has been shown to 

have the following relation (see [6, p. 506], see also [5, p. 87]):

log4 = 1) + 志；

1 3
「3 (I) = 224 • 7F16 ■ exp [-|(Z(~1) - ICZ(-2)] .
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